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The new and exclusive ŠKODA Octavia
vRS 230. Feed your need for speed.

Feel the adrenaline when you unleash 230PS 

at the push of your right foot. Feel the goose

bumps as you accelerate from 0-62mph in just 

in 6.7 seconds. Enjoy the thrill of having power

under your complete control with the Electronic

Differential Lock.

This car doesn’t just go fast, it looks fast too.

With a ferocious look, sports styling and 19"

Xtreme alloy wheels, it announces its intentions

at a glance. But speed is nothing without

comfort. That’s why leather vRS sports seats,

Amundsen satellite navigation, and many more

Simply Clever features make even the swiftest

journey an enjoyable one.

This is power without compromise: our fastest

ever vRS.

This is your new ŠKODA Octavia vRS 230.

Model shown is Octavia Estate vRS 230 with optional Corrida Red paint and Front assist. Please note that image does not show the standard 230 decals



Model shown is Octavia Estate vRS 230 with optional Moon White metallic paint, panoramic sunroof and Front assist. Please note that image does not show the standard 230 decals



The 230PS under the bonnet of

your new Octavia vRS 230 must be

kept on a tight leash at all times.

This is why the car is equipped with

the active Electronic Differential

Lock of the front axle. It maximises

traction, reduces understeering and

adds agility. This innovative solution

will give you full control over the car

during sporty driving and faster

acceleration during turns.

Model shown is Octavia Hatch vRS 230 with optional Moon White metallic paint, sunroof and Front assist. Please note that image does not show the standard 230 decals



DESIGN

The black backfill of the Bi-Xenon headlamps is an unmistakeable detail exclusive to the vRS 230. The sports styling is further enhanced with glossy black elements
such as the door mirrors, front grille frame and, for the Estate, roof rails.

The exhaust tailpipes are finished in gloss black and have been specially tuned to produce
the engine’s characteristic sporty sound.

The vRS 230 features decorative and practical door sill trims with
the vRS logo.

The exclusive 19" Xtreme alloy wheels in black
add to the striking and sporty look.



INTERIOR

The leather interior is adorned with red stitching and with decorative inserts in black. The electrically-adjustable sports
front seats are equipped with memory function and can store three different positions of the seat and the door mirrors.

The 3-spoke sport multifunction steering wheel, wrapped in perforated leather with red stitching
and marked with an original vRS plaque, enables control of the radio, phone and DSG gearbox
(where fitted), without having to take your hands off the wheel.

The Performance Mode Selection includes the
Performance Sound Generator function, which
allows the sound of the engine in the cabin to
be set to the normal, eco or sport mode.

The instrument panel in the vRS has a stunning white interface. The colour Maxi-
DOT trip computer also offers a LapTimer function, which further adds to the sporty
driving experience.

The pedals in stainless steel are yet another stylish detail of
the comfortable interior.

Dual-zone climate control allows the driver and front passenger to set
different temperatures for optimal comfort. The integrated humidity
sensor also helps to keep the windscreen fog free.



Please note that rear mudflaps are not available on vRS.

A temporary steel space saver spare wheel is available as an option.

* Please see engine specification pages for further details on VED and OTR. 

Standard Equipment (over SE)

DESIGN

19'' Xtreme alloy wheels in black with
anti-theft wheel bolts (225/35 R19
88Y tyres)

Black design door mirrors and front
grille

Black roof rails (Estate only)

Black gloss exhaust tailpipes with
sports sound

Black vRS badging on front and rear

Bi-Xenon headlights with dark insert,
AFS and LED daytime running lights 

LED rear lights

vRS bumpers and spoiler

Sunset glass

Exclusive 230 decal on side sill 

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

3-spoke Sports leather multifunction
steering wheel (includes paddles for
DSG)

Aero windscreen wipers with
intermittent function (front and rear)

Cooled glovebox

vRS Sports seats in leather with red
stitching 

Electrically adjustable front seats,
including driver's seat with memory
function

Heated front seats

Electrically adjustable door mirrors
with boarding-spots and memory
function

Decorative black inserts

Sports suspension

Telescopic front headlight washers

Textile floor mats

Electric front and rear windows

Dual zone climate control

Front armrest with storage box

Remote central locking

Split and folding rear seats

Rear backrest release (Estate only)

Illuminated luggage compartment

Hill hold

Overhead sunglasses storage
compartment

Electro‐mechanical power steering

Gear change recommendation
(manual transmission only)

Height and reach adjustable 
steering wheel

Door sill trim with black vRS logo

TECHNOLOGY

8 loudspeakers

Bluetooth®

Cruise control

DAB digital radio

Amundsen touchscreen satellite
navigation system with SD slot

Stop/start engine system

Energy recovery

Performance mode selection

Lane assist

Light assist (coming home, leaving
home, tunnel light)

Rain sensor

Front and rear parking sensors

Electro-mechanical front locking
differential 

Auto-dimming rear view mirror 

Colour Maxi-DOT trip computer 
with lap timer

SAFETY & SECURITY

ESC inc. ABS, EBV, MSR, ASR, EDS,
HBA, DSR, ESBS, TSA, MKB, XDS &
Prefill

Automatic post collision 
braking system

Alarm with interior monitoring 
and tilt sensor

7 airbags - front, front side, curtain,
driver's knee (with front passenger
deactivation switch)

Driver’s seatbelt warning light

Driver fatigue sensor

Two ISOFIX child seat fittings in rear

Tyre pressure monitoring system

Tyre repair kit (no spare wheel)

Fuel supply cut off switch

Electronic engine immobiliser

Height adjustable front and 
rear head restraints 

The ŠKODA Octavia vRS 230

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Business user information 
                                                                            CO2 VED                 Insurance         Recommended                                                                                   Recommended                       BiK                       P11D
Hatchback                                                         (g/km) Band*             Group (50)        Basic                               VAT                              RRP                         OTR*                                         2015/16               Value

2.0 TSI 230PS                                                    142 F                      30E                     £21,366.67                      £4,273.33                     £25,640.00            £26,350.00                              23%                     £26,150.00
2.0 TSI 230PS DSG                                           146 F                      30E                     £22,525.00                     £4,505.00                   £27,030.00             £27,740.00                               24%                     £27,540.00

Estate                                                                 

2.0 TSI 230PS                                                    143 F                      30E                     £22,366.67                     £4,473.33                    £26,840.00            £27,550.00                               23%                     £27,350.00
2.0 TSI 230PS DSG                                           147 F                      30E                     £23,525.00                     £4,705.00                    £28,230.00            £28,940.00                              24%                     £28,740.00

For offers visit skoda.co.uk/offers
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Options vRS 230 Basic RRP

Wheels and suspension 

Temporary space saver spare wheel PJC � £83.33 £100.00 

Towbar, removable and lockable with adaptor                                                                  PK1 � £458.33 £550.00 

Paint 

Special colour - � FOC FOC 

Metallic and pearl effect colours - � £300.00 £360.00 

vRS colour - � £300.00 £360.00 

Exterior 

Cornering front fog lights PW2 � £87.50 £105.00 

Interior 

Boot net programme 6M3 � £45.83 £55.00 

Double-sided boot floor Not available in combination with variable boot floor PK6 � £62.50 £75.00 

Heated front and rear seats PW7 � £166.67 £200.00 

Boot storage fixing* 3N9 � £20.83 £25.00 

Simply Clever Package Contains double sided boot floor, media holder and waste bin PKC/PKD* � £70.83 £85.00 

Smoker's pack Front ashtray and lighter 9JD � £25.00 £30.00 

Hatch only

Sunroof PH9 � £708.33 £850.00 

Estate only

Panoramic sunroof PH8 � £958.33 £1,150.00 

Variable boot floor PK3 � £125.00 £150.00 

Simply Clever Package for variable boot floor Contains media holder and waste bin PKF/PKG# � £16.67 £20.00 

Safety and Security 

Crew protection assistant and rear side airbags Senses when an impact is imminent and closes windows and sunroof to 
protect passengers from objects  entering the car as well as tightening the seatbelts ensuring occupants are in the safest position

7W1 + PE4 � £362.50 £435.00

-    Not available � Option �   Standard

Factory Fitted Optional Equipment

Options vRS 230 Basic RRP

Entertainment and Communication 

Bluetooth®+ Voice control and wireless aerial connection to boost signal and prolong battery life. PT1 � £166.67 £200.00 

Canton sound system Includes digital equaliser and 10 speakers including subwoofer in boot RA3** � £416.67 £500.00 

Columbus satellite navigation system Includes SmartLink, Colour Maxi DOT trip computer and integrated Wi-Fi. 
The integrated Wi-Fi technology enables all passengers to browse the internet wirelessly on their individual devices.**

PNE + PT6*** � £875.00 £1,050.00

SmartLink 9WT � £125.00 £150.00

SmartGate EI9 � £83.33 £100.00 

Driver Assistance 

Park assist Parks the car in parallel or bay spaces. Includes front, rear and side parking sensors 7X5 � £491.67 £590.00 

Rear-view parking camera                                                                                                             KA1 � £250.00 £300.00 

Front assist 6K2 � £262.50 £315.00 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) Includes front assist PLI � £637.50 £765.00 

Intelligent light assistant with high beam control Includes rain sensor and auto-dimming rear view mirror 8G1 � £258.33 £310.00 

Comfort and Convenience 

Heated windscreen washer nozzles 9T1 � £41.67 £50.00 

KESSY - Keyless entry and start system Allows the car to be locked, unlocked and started with a button as long as the sensors detect the key is with the driver PDH � £333.33 £400.00 

Winter pack Heated washer nozzles and front windscreen PH5 + 9T1 � £291.67 £350.00

Estate only

Electrically operated boot 4E7 � £333.33 £400.00 

Service and Warranty 

1 year warranty extension Total 4 years or 80,000miles EA5 � £212.50 £255.00 

2 year warranty extension Total 5 years or 100,000miles EA6 � £429.17 £515.00 

Service Plan Total 3 years of 30,000 miles SP3 � £399.17 £479.00 

Factory Fitted Optional Equipment

* Internal note: If Bluetooth+ is ordered in combination with Simply Clever Package, order PKD/PKG. PKC/PKF should be
ordered if Bluetooth+ is not selected with this option

** Internal note: The code is RA4 when combined with variable boot floor (which is standard on the Elegance Estate)

*** Internal note: The code is PT5 if Bluetooth+ is also required

* Not available with Canton sound system

** An external data source is required to enable the Wi-Fi hotspot services. Only available for mobile phone contracts which
include a data option with the use of LTE, if LTE usage is required. Usage will only be available within the coverage of the
mobile phone network; there may be additional costs for the use of these services (charges and billing correspond to the
mobile phone or SIM card contract). Due to potentially high data volumes, a contract including an unlimited or high usage
data plan is strongly recommended. 



COLOURS

Because of errors which may occur in the print, the colours illustrated here may differ from the actual finishes themselves. Your ŠKODA retailer will be pleased to advise you. 

Corrida Red

Meteor Grey

Special colour Metallic and pearl effect colours

Moon White metallic

Black Magic pearl effect

vRS colour



The ŠKODA Octavia vRS 230 Engine Specifications

Power transmission

Clutch Hydraulically-activated single-plate dry clutch with diaphragm spring, asbestos-free coating. 

Please note: With all manual gear boxes the clutch needs to be depressed to start the engine.

Chassis

Front axle MacPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser.

Rear axle Multi-element axle with one longitudinal and three transverse links, and torsion stabiliser.

Suspension Telescopic shock absorbers with coil springs, in the rear outside the springs.

Braking system Hydraulic dual circuit brake system with diagonal interconnection, vacuum assisted dual rate brake booster.

Front brakes Disc brakes, with hollow discs, internal cooling and single-piston floating calliper. 

Rear brakes Disc brakes with full discs and single-piston floating callipers.

Handbrake Mechanical handbrake operating on rear wheels.

Steering Direct rack and pinion steering with electromechanical power steering.

Turning circle of wheels (m) 10.5

Fuel tank content (litres) 50

Fuel Lead-free petrol with RON 95 or Lead-free petrol with RON 91†. 

Body type Five-door, five-seat, double-space steel bodywork, fully galvanized body. 

Drag coefficient Hatch Estate

2.0 TSI 230PS 0.306 0.324

Official fuel consumption for the Octavia 

range in mpg (litres/100km): 

urban             33.6 (8.4)    -   36.7 (7.7); 

extra urban  51.4 (5.5)     -   53.3 (5.3);

combined      43.5 (6.5)    -   45.6 (6.2).

CO2 Range     147-142 g/km

†Using low-octane fuel may affect engine performance.

We measure the maximum power output figures of our engines in PS

or Pferdestärke (horse strength in German), which is the metric

equivalent of bhp. To convert from metric to imperial horsepower,

divide the PS figure by 1.0139. 

*Standard EU Test figures are for comparative purposes and 

may not reflect real driving results. Fuel consumption and CO2

figures are obtained under standardised EU test conditions

(Directive 93/116/EEC). This allows a direct comparison between

different manufacturer models but may not represent the actual 

fuel consumption achieved in ‘real world’ driving conditions. 

More information is available on the ŠKODA website at skoda.co.uk

and at vca.gov.org

Band      CO2                 First                Standard
               (g/km)           12 Months1     VED2

A             Up to 100      £0                    £0  
B             101 – 110        £0                    £20 
C             111 – 120         £0                    £30  
D             121 – 130        £0                    £110  
E             131 –140         £130                £130 
F             141 – 150        £145                £145  
G             151 – 165        £180               £180
H            166 – 175       £295               £205 
I              176 – 185       £350               £225  
J              186 – 200      £490               £265
K             201 – 225       £640               £290  
L             226 – 255      £870               £490 
M            Over 255       £1,100             £505  

Petrol Engines                                                                     2.0 TSI                                                                            2.0 TSI                                                    

                                                                                            230PS                                                                         230PS DSG                                                 

Trim level                                                                                vRS 230                                                                               vRS 230

Engine type                                                                      4-cylinder                                                                        4-cylinder
                                                                                      in-line engine                                                                 in-line engine
Gearbox type                                                             6 speed manual                                                                6 speed DSG
Transverse-mounted                                                           Yes                                                                                   Yes
Fuel injection type                                                 Direct fuel injection                                                       Direct fuel injection
Cubic capacity cc                                                                1,984                                                                                1,984
Bore x stroke mm                                                          82.5  x 92.8                                                                     82.5  x 92.8
Air pollution regulation                                                      EU 6                                                                                 EU 6
Compression ratio                                                               9.6:1                                                                                 9.6:1 

Performance Hatchback                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Max speed mph (km/h)                                                  155 (250)�                                                                       155 (249)�

Acceleration 0–62mph                                                        6.7                                                                                    6.8                                                        
Max. performance (PS/rpm)                                    230/4,700-6,200                                                           230/4,700-6,200
Max. torque (Nm/rpm)                                              350/1,500-4,600                                                            350/1,500-4,600
Fuel consumption mpg (l/100km)
              Urban*                                                                36.7 (7.7)                                                                          34.0 (8.3)
              Extra Urban*                                                      53.3 (5.3)                                                                          52.3 (5.4)
              Combined*                                                         45.6 (6.2)                                                                          44.1 (6.4)
CO2 emissions g/km*                                                           142                                                                                   146

Performance Estate                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                

Max speed mph (km/h)                                                  153 (247)�                                                                        152 (245)�

Acceleration 0–62mph                                                        6.8                                                                                    7.0                                                         
Max. performance (PS/rpm)                                    230/4,700-6,200                                                           230/4,700-6,200
Max. torque (Nm/rpm)                                              350/1,500-4,600                                                            350/1,500-4,600
Fuel consumption mpg (l/100km)
              Urban*                                                                36.2 (7.8)                                                                         33.6 (8.4)
              Extra Urban*                                                      52.3 (5.4)                                                                          51.4 (5.5)
              Combined*                                                         44.8 (6.3)                                                                         43.5 (6.5)
CO2 emissions g/km*                                                           143                                                                                   147                                                        

� Where law permits.



Welcome to your ŠKODA retailer
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The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the time at which this
brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration.
Some illustrations in this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact
specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA retailer who will be notified of any specification changes as they occur. 
Edition: UK 08/15
Information: 03330 037 504
Internet: skoda.co.uk
E-mail: customerservices@skoda.co.uk


